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Introduction : origine of « Terre en jeu »

1. An ANR project  JASMINN : Protection of peri-urban agricultural land in the Mediterranean: 
justice issues and land innovations

2. A postdoctoral position about land arrangements between landowners and farmers near
Montpellier

3. Build a presentation of my findings to a broader audience, including the uninitiated



Presentation of the 
game



How is it played? 
General rules

1. Four farmer profiles (a winegrower, cereal farmer, livestock breeder and market gardener), four landowner 
profiles, a mayor and a property developer. 

2. Four rounds, each lasting seven minutes and three inter-rounds each lasting around 5-6 minutes

3. Players must attain the individual objectives they have been set on their player cards. 

4. For attain their objectives, players can sell or purchase plots of land or rent them in the long term or in the 
short term.

5. Events are taking place during inter-rounds (general events and events by players)

Game context

1. A role game organised around a board which represents a municipality with a village at its center and 
farmland around it.

2. Peri-urban context

3. The PLU (Local Planning Regulations) is not voted

4. The urbanization can be made only in the continuity of village



The board



One 
example
of a 
player
card



Pictures

Plateau de départ3 exemples de plateaux finaux



Debriefing
In three times

1. The facilitator gathers impressions, feelings, expectations and actions of the players during 
the game

2. The facilitator present scientific results, objectives of game and ideas for future (specific for 
any game session)

3. A large discussion take place



For who? 



They have tested it for you
Two audiences : formation and no formation

FORMATION Number of parts

SupAgro 9

PolyTech 2

Master geography 1

Internship students 2

Total 14
6 Licence level
6 Master level

No formation Public

Association of municipalities (Avants-
Monts)

Elected people

“Pays Serre-Ponçon, Ubaye, Durance” of the 
Southern Alps

Diversified public

Rural Foundation for Wallonia (Samois-
Ardennes team)

2 games : 
technicians and 
diversified public

Oasisdici association citizens

Association of consumers in Carcassonne citizens

Terre de Liens association citizens

JASMINN seminar researchers

Total 8

TOTAL : 22 games



Mixed results according to audiences

Students very good feedback, a regular public for game

Citizens very good feedback, a fun game

Diversified public mixed feedback, it deepend of cases

Elected people  bad feedback, a game too simple

Technicians bad feedback, what results? 

Non professional public : a 
discovery, a first approach of 
a complex issue

Professional public : a desire
to learn more



A principle of continuous improvement
1. An idea :  pedagogy by mistake

2. An principle : simplicity but not simplicitic game (adequacy of actor’s game, adequacy of 
prices…)

3. A public adaptation and a territorial adaptation





What future?
(conclusion) 



3 versions of « Terre en jeu »
1. An all-public and broad-cast version : 

a) No facilitator, 

b) For citizens or students, 

c) Awareness of the problem of urban sprawl and the protection of local agriculture

2. A reinforcement version (actual version) : 
a) Needing a facilitator, 

b) Public more informed but not specialists in the subject (students, new elected officials, territorial 
technicians).

3. A professional version : 
a) Needing a facilitator, 

b) Public : urban planning and agricultural development specialists, 

c) Identify relevant land tools and find development solutions to combine housing and agricultural 
activity.



Who can use « Terre en jeu »?
1. My research team

2. Me in the context of an independant activy (in creation)

3. Teachers

4. Engineering office

Thank you for your attention


